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EUSALP is based on three thematic policy areas and one transversal policy area.
AG5 NEW PRIORITIES 2023 - 2025

Digital transformation of territories (Smart villages approach)

Future-proof digital infrastructure

Relevance of data in mountain economy

DIGITAL4PEOPLE

DIGITAL4GREEN

DIGITAL4ECONOMY

Smart villages

Smart communities

Connectivity

Data infrastructures

Distributed facilities (DIH)

Open data

Big data

AI

Digital skills

SGI

Citizen inclusion/participation

Energy transition

Multimodal mobility solutions

Circular economy

Smart SMEs
In August 2023, the Executive Board approved four cross-cutting priorities developed by the nine EUSALP action groups. The four priorities have been developed to strengthen the EUSALP concerning its political relevance and success. With the cross-cutting priorities, the EUSALP action groups have taken first steps to consolidate topics and thus increase the possibilities for cooperation and to be more creative by adopting a cross-disciplinary approach to finding solutions. The four cross-cutting priorities are:

**CCP1 Promoting Digitalisation of the Alps**
AG 1, AG 2, AG 3, **AG 5** and AG 9

**CCP2 Accelerating the Energy Transition for a Carbon-Neutral Alpine Region**
AG 2, AG 4, AG 5 and **AG 9**

**CCP3 Promoting a Joint Water Management Transition**
AG 1, AG 2, AG 5, **AG 6**, AG 7 and AG 8

**CCP4 Boosting Circular Economy**
AG 1, **AG 2**, AG 3, AG 5, AG 6, AG 7, AG 8 and AG 9
Smart and sustainable communities
Key enabling technologies for local economic players
Data economy enabled by data spaces and open platforms
Co-working and remote working
Digital skills and learning

Objectives

collect and disseminate best practices and tools on smart and sustainable communities, unleash the potentials of the data economy through Alpine data spaces (and other KETs) and open platforms catalogue on key EUSALP priorities, support the adoption of coworking and remote working, training and learning for inner areas, and foster digital skills and learning practices
**Planned activities**

collection of data on best practices and tools for smart and sustainable communities, enabling technologies and related data spaces and open platforms, remote work/coworking, training and learning methods for peripheral areas, dissemination events and workshops

**Deliverables**

one collection of best practices, two studies/concept notes, one catalogue of relevant platforms/tools, one/two forum/workshop

**Cooperation between AGs**

AG: 1 (Research), 2 (Economy), 3 (Dual Education), 5 COORDINATOR (Connectivity and Accessibility) and 9 (Energy)
**CCP1 – Promoting the Digitalisation of the Alps**

**2023**
- First cross-cutting meeting to define the activities and the scope of the studies
- Launch of the studies / concept notes
- Start of collections on tools, open platforms and best practices

**2024**
- Second cross-cutting meeting to discuss the progress of activities and first results of studies
- Discussion and integration of first results during a dedicated workshop

**2025**
- Third cross-cutting meeting to discuss the progress of activities and how to capitalize the results
- Publication of results and possible elaboration of further activities
- Forum/workshop on data economy and main findings on key EUSALP priorities
Suggerimenti per coerenza dei progetti con EUSALP

- Consultate le Cross-Cutting Priorities per capire come il vostro progetto può contribuire alle tematiche sviluppate (https://alpine-region.eu/topics-action-groups/cross-cutting-priorities)

- Consultate i work plan degli AGs per verificare se il vostro progetto contribuisce a sviluppare le iniziative strategiche (https://alpine-region.eu/about/documents-and-resources)

- Contattate gli AG Leaders di riferimento in caso di dubbi
Ogni Action Group elabora le richieste di valutazione di coerenza dei progetti in modo diverso.
L'AG5 ha sviluppato una serie di «guiding questions» per verificare la coerenza dei progetti alle proprie iniziative strategiche:

• L'iniziativa si inserisce nelle priorità strategiche dell'AG5?
• L'iniziativa produce degli output che possono essere coerenti con il workplan dell'AG5?
• L'iniziativa ha o è in contatto con network di stakeholder?
• L'iniziativa ha eventi o momenti di informazione rilevanti?
ACTION GROUP 5 - CONNECTIVITY AND ACCESSIBILITY

To connect people electronically and promote accessibility to public services

Sito web EUSALP
https://alpine-region.eu/

Pagina web ACTION GROUPS
https://alpine-region.eu/topics-action-groups

Pagina web Cross-Cutting Priorities (CCP)
https://alpine-region.eu/topics-action-groups/cross-cutting-priorities

Pagina web con workplan AGs e documenti di riferimento
https://alpine-region.eu/about/documents-and-resources
Grazie per la vostra attenzione!

ca.vigna@regione.vda.it

eusalp.ag5@regione.vda.it

follow us on LinkedIn account: EUSALP Action Group 5